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Wartime Rationing of Consumption 
By J. H. RICHTER-ALTSCHAFFER 
U. S. Dcpartmcnr of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 
T HE extraordinary economic re- quirements of war under modern conditions and the restriction 
which the war has imposed upon foreign 
trade have made i t  necessary for the 
European nations to curtail drastically 
civilian consumption and to resort to 
rationing of essential commodities, no- 
tably foods. In  times that we have come 
to consider as normal it does not occur to 
us that, in a sense, our consumption is 
rationed as well. Nature, and our social, 
economic and international organization 
do not nearly provide enough to satisfy 
all our wants. In  fact, the greater part of 
humanity cannot even obtain enough 
food, clothing and shelter to maintain 
health and a reasonably decent living. 
We have always been rationed by the 
scarcity of existing resources and by the 
limitations of our ability to put them to 
effective use. The great mass of the 
people all over the world are rationed by 
their incomes in relation to the prices of 
what the markets supply. 
Somehow we have come to accept this 
situation as "normal"-and to the extent 
that i t  is beyond our human control this 
attitude is perfectly justified. Not even 
the fluctuations in the output of goods 
for consumer markets such as we observe 
in the ups and downs of the so-called 
trade cycle seem to have called for special 
action to expand or restrict, by physical 
regulation, the consumption of goods and 
services. For in our money economy those 
fluctuations are functionally associated 
with the rise and fall in buying power. 
Automatically, i t  seems, the output of 
consumers' goods shrinks when our abil- 
ity to buy decreases, and expands when 
our ability to buy goes up. 
It is the case of increasing buying 
power that is relevant to our present 
problem. Obviously, the expectation that  
rising employment and income will call 
forth an increasing supply of consumer 
goods with which to meet a greater con- 
sumer demand, is predicated on the 
objective possibility to expand the sup- 
ply of consumer goods. If such a possi- 
bility does not exist, or if  perhaps the 
supply of goods for general consumption 
must even be curtailed, no automatic 
adjustment can be relied upon to main- 
tain that balance of essential consump- 
tion as among the various classes of the 
population that  our society is willing to 
tolerate. 
This is precisely the situation in which 
the European nations find themselves 
today. The enormous requirements of a 
war of resources and the blockade and 
counter-blockade have placed their econ- 
omies under a formidable strain-a strain 
which must fall upon consumption to a 
measurable extent. For there are only 
three possible ways in which a nation can 
meet the additional war requirements: 
through increased production, inroads on 
capital reserves including physical bor- 
rowing abroad, and through curtailment 
of current consumption. In  view of the 
magnitude of war requirements under 
modern conditions the possible increase 
in productive effort and the possible 
inroads upon existing capital reserves 
cannot provide all that is needed. A 
curtailment of everyday consumption, 
therefore, is inevitable on general 
grounds. Moreover, in many countries 
there are special factors, arising from 
their dependence on foreign trade and 
from the shipping situation in time of 
war, which work in the same direction. 
If drastic reductions of everyday con- 
sumption, as i t  were, prove necessary, 
they must extend even to the most essen- 
tial products such as food and clothing. 
I t  is, therefore, imperative that distribu- 
tion be physically regulated so as to 
assure each member of the community a 
fair share in the reduced supply. Under 
the given distribution of incomes the 
price-mechanism cannot as in "normal 
times" perform this task; for if price 
adjustments were relied upon to regulate 
the allocation of essential supplies, the 
lower-income groups, unable to pay 
greatly increased prices, would have to 
bear almost the whole weight of the 
restriction and might even have to go 
without important necessities. I t  is 
because of this situation that all the 
major European deficit countries have 
found it necessary to control or fix prices 
and ration those essential foods of which 
there is a shortage. 
The ultimate purpose of physical 
rationing is to assure a fairly equitable 
distribution of essential consumption. 
Offhand, rationing seems a roundabout 
way to deal with the problem. A more 
equitable distribution of incomes and 
wealth would far better, and far more 
completely, achieve the desired result. 
An acute emergency, however, is not a 
propitious moment for attempts a t  funda- 
mental reforms of the social system. 
Measures that bring quick results were 
required. Kationing had been tried in the 
last war, and preparations were made 
long before the outbreak of the present 
war to apply it in casc of need. 
The ration card, while entitling its 
holder to receive specified amounts of 
the rationed commodities, does not assure 
him of the purchasing power which is 
required actually to buy the goods. No 
rationing system can, therefore, fully 
achieve its purpose unless i t  is imple- 
mented by measures that keep the 
prices of rationed comn~odities within 
the reach of all income groups. Price 
control thus becomes an integral part of 
any system of physical rationing, and 
even some sort of "income control" or 
" 
expenditure control" may be required 
to make the system work as well as i t  
should. Both the United Kingdom and 
Germany, as well as many other Euro- 
pean countries have controlled or fixed 
prices for most essential commodities. 
While in a number of continental coun- 
tries these controls are not very effective, 
they are rather successful in the United 
Kingdom and in Germany. I t  may be 
noted, in passing, that the efficacy of 
price control in the United Kingdom is 
to a large extent due to an impressive 
measure of voluntary social discipline 
shown by the population. In  Germany 
the success of price control appears to be 
largely the result of the thorough organ- 
ization and rigid regimentation by which 
all economic activity is regulated; severe 
punishment is being meted out to those 
who violate existing price regulations. 
Technically, food rationing is based 
on weekly coupons for the various types 
of food contained in the ration books 
which are issued to every person regis- 
tered for that purpose. The coupons, 
while stating the special or general type 
of food for which they are valid, do not 
specify quantities allotted since these 
are subject to variation, from time to 
time, as the situation may require. The 
authorities make i t  a practice to an- 
nounce, a t  regular or irregular intervals, 
the rations to be allotted, and the phys- 
ical values of the coupons are determined 
accordingly. Consumers are registered 
with the shops from which they choose 
to obtain their supplies, and on this basis 
the retailers are currently allotted the 
quantities of food required to honor the 
ration coupons. This system works rather 
smoothly both in the United Kingdom 
and in Germany; in both countries the 
procedure is well-planned and effectively 
organized. In  some other European 
countries, where the supply position is 
much less favorable and organization 
much less complete, consumers cannot 
always obtain even the small quantities 
which the ration coupons entitle them to 
receive. 
This uncertainty as to whether or not 
the legal rations are actually made avail- 
able to the population makes it very diffi- 
cult to judge the volume of wartime 
consumption. There are the other compli- 
cating factors of prices and the "black 
market": some consumer-groups may not 
be able to buy their full rations because 
of high prices, others may obtain more 
than their rations through clandestine 
purchases. Any international comparison 
of rations is, moreover, complicated by 
the differences in the basic diet of the 
peoples, and cannot be carried beyond a 
group of countries within which the 
various standards of nutrition do not 
present too heterogenous a picture. Even 
then it will be found that there are con- 
siderable divergencies in the normal 
consumption of individual foodstuffs as 
among countries. A comparison of abso- 
lute rations should therefore be supple 
mented by a comparison of rations in the 
respective countries expressed in terms 
of their pre-war consumption. This pro- 
cedure, in turn, is rendered difficult 
because available data on prc-war con- 
sumption are scant and largely unreliable; 
and the data are not segregated into 
figures on pre-war consumption by those 
consumer groups for which the various 
wartime rations have been specified, for 
example, "normal consuniers," "heavy 
workers," etc. 
\\'ith due reservations regarding the 
limited validity of comparisons it may be 
said that, on the basis of present rations, 
the food situatiou in the United Kingdom 
appears to be somewhat better than in 
Germany, and in Germany considerably 
better than elsewhere on the continent- 
with the exception of Denmark, Switzer- 
land, Portugal and possibly Sweden. In 
the United Kingdom the meat ration is 
considerably above that in Germany, the 
fats ration slightly below. In terms of 
pre-war consumption, present consump- 
tion of meats and fats may be estimated 
a t  three-fourths in the United Kingdom, 
and a t  about two-thirds in Germany. 
In  Belgium, Finland, Norway, the Neth- 
erlands and France it may range from 
one-third to one-half. Of the staple foods, 
bread is unrationed in the United King- 
dom, potatoes thus far have been un- 
rationed in Germany. As a result, con- 
sumption of these products has risen 
considerably and partly offsets the re- 
strictions in other foodstuffs. Even bread 
and potatoes, however, are rationed in 
the under-privileged Continental coun- 
tries, a t  levels greatly below their 
pre-war consumption. 
In many countries, though not in all, 
the rations discriminate as among con- 
sumer groups, with sometimes consider- 
ably larger allowances granted to "heavy" 
workers and other categories. Children 
in some cases have special rations, 
usually smaller, but for some products 
larger. Where there is no, or only very 
limited, discrimination in the ration 
allowances, as in the United Kingdom, 
the total ration for families is raised by 
the allowance of adult rations to children, 
a t  least for a number of products. Food 
rations are usually specified in physical 
quantities, except for meat in the United 
Kingdom, which is rationed by value, 
the consumer being entitled to as much 
meat of varying quality and proportion 
of bone as a fixed sum of money may buy. 
The theory of this method is that prices 
for the various cuts of meat to some ex- 
tent allow for differences in quality and 
proportion of bone, so that a fixed amount 
of money may buy approximately equal 
food values; one may choose to buy more 
of lower quality, or less of higher quality. 
Apart from foods, a number of Euro- 
pean countries have rationed household 
articles (such as soap and fuel) and 
clothing. The rationing systems applied 
in the case of clothing are somewhat 
different from those for food. They are 
based on the principle that the con- 
sumer's total ration, per year, should be 
physically fixed, but that he should be 
allowed some choice as to the proportion 
of the articles he may wish to buy. The 
consumer is allowed an annual total of, 
say, IOO "points," and each rationed 
article is assigned a certain "point" 
value, for example, 20 points for a shirt, 
and 2 points for a handkerchief. Thus, 
the consumer may buy 10 handkerchiefs 
in place of one shirt-a relationship that 
has nothing to do with relative prices, 
but only with physical "point values." 
Altogether, of course, the consumer can 
buy only to the limit of his total "point" 
allotment for the given ration period. 
As has been indicated in the opening 
paragraphs of this article, physical ra- 
tioning of consumption in Europe is 
confined to the most essential products. 
It has been adopted because, in the face of 
drastically reduced supplies of consumer 
goods, it seems imperative to assure a 
fair social equality in the distribution of 
products most essential to the mainte- 
nance of health and morale. This back- 
ground may also give some clue for a 
tentative answer to the question whether 
or not similar rationing measures will 
become necessary in the United States. 
In other words, the answer to this ques- 
tion depends on whether or not the ar- 
mament program or a possible war 
emergency in this country will make it 
likely that the supply of essential con- 
sumer goods must be substantially 
curtailed. 
I t  is not for the present writer to make 
any predictions in this respect. This 
much seems probable, however, that the 
United States will hardly be faced with a 
general shortage of foodstuffs-the prob- 
lem with which most of the rationing in 
Europe is concerned. Shortages in a 
number of other products, which could 
conceivably arise in this country, may 
not lead to measures of physical rationing 
because they are not so essential that the 
unobtrusive method of "rationing by 
price-formation" could not be permitted 
to play its part. This does not mean, of 
course, that profiteering would be sanc- 
tioned to equalize demand and supply. 
Strict price control would still be an 
important requirement of official policy 
in such cases, perhaps with special 
purchases taxes imposed to raise prices 
more nearly to an equilibrium. Passenger 
cars may be mentioned as a possible 
example for such a procedure. A part- 
refund of the special purchase tax could 
be stipulated for buyers below a certain 
income limit so as to enable the lower- 
income groups to satisfy urgent require- 
ments. 
Again other products may not readily 
lend themselves to such treatment. It is 
conceivable that certain types of clothing 
and perhaps gasoline may have to be 
rationed in a strictly physical sense. 
What complicates matters in the case of 
such products as these is the difficulty of 
finding an equitable basis for allocating 
supplies in accordance with genuine 
needs. Because of the considerable degree 
of equality of needs, this problem does 
not arise in the case of food rationing in 
Europe. 
In many respects, therefore, the situa- 
tion in the United States is different from 
that in European countries. One out- 
standing reason is that in this country a 
number of products have assumed an 
essential character which in Europe are 
in the non-essential class. 
RATIONING O F  EXPENDITURE 
In  conclusion mention may be made of 
an ingenious rationing scheme proposed 
by a young Polish economist, M. Kalecki, 
now with the Institute of Statistics a t  
Oxford. The scheme is designed to estab- 
lish all-round rationing in a way that 
limits consumer expenditure on a basis of 
greater equality than can be achieved 
by individual physical rationing of com- 
modities. The scheme is as much a dev~ce 
to prevent inflation in conditions with 
which the United Kingdom is faced a t  
present. I t  meets certain objections 
raised against J .  M. Keynes' scheme of 
" compulsory saving" or "deferred pay," 
namely, the fear of the working class 
that, while that system would effectively 
neutralize part of their current buying 
power, i t  would not prevent the more 
well-to-do people from supplementing 
their real buying power through a draft 
on capital resources. 
Mr. Kalecki suggests a "basic purse of 
coupons" for every citizen, limiting ex- 
penditure in shops to 25 shillings a week 
for an adult and to 1 5  shillings forachild. 
Whenever a purchase is made the shop- 
keeper must cancel a corresponding 
number of coupons. The consumer has 
free choice to buy what he pleases- 
always within the total value of the 
"basic purse." No one can buy more 
than what the "basic purse" permits, no 
matter how much money he would other- 
wise be able to spend. This scheme 
amounts to a rationing by value, such as 
is applied for meat in the United King- 
dom, extended to all products that may 
be purchased in shops. Yet it is not a 
simple extension of this principle, but a 
comprehensive method of monetary con- 
trol capable of raising by relatively simple 
means the rate of general "saving" to the 
level required for non-inflationary war 
finance. These problems, however, are 
beyond the scope of this article. 
Special Libraries after the War 
By ELMA T. EVANS 
T HE one fact on which all peoples, be the relation of government to industry governments and industries can after the war? Many theories have been agree is that the world will be proposed in answer to this question. 
different after this war. But what con- 
cerns us chiefly at this time is what NEW WORLD PRSOICTED 
place will industry hold, naturally in- News commentators and editors have 
cluding what emphasis will be placed predicted various new worlds including 
upon libraries in industry, and what will everything from complete individualistic 
society to complete National Socialism. 
Dr. William P. Maddox has summarized 
in European Plans for  World Order many 
of these. The British League of Nations 
Union proposes revamping of League 
machinery to require, among other things, 
that "all international differences which 
cannot be settled by negotiation must be 
submitted to some kind of third-party 
judgment.. . .National armaments must 
be restricted.. . . Each of the states' 
members. . . must be ready to accept its 
fair share of responsibility for preventing 
and stopping aggression. . . . The inter- 
national authority should establish agen- 
cies . . . to promote the freeing of inter- 
national commerce" and protection of 
minorities should be accorded. The New 
Commonwealth Society suggests an inter- 
national police force "to consist largely 
of an air force with enough troop-carrying 
planes stationed a t  a number of strategic 
points." This is in line with the League 
Legion Plan proposed by the French in 
1932. The Swiss Committee of the Inter- 
national Peace Campaign is for a Euro- 
pean federation, reinforced by the spirit 
of amity, plus, where necessary, economic 
coercion and a League of Nations police 
force. The Bruce Report points out that 
the objections to the League's political 
actions did not extend to other fields, and 
proposes the setting up of a new Central 
Committee fur Economic and Social 
Questions, much on the pattern of 
the International Labor Organization. 
Of all the proposals which have had 
publicity, perhaps the Federal Union sug- 
gestion of Clarence K. Streit, former 
New York Times correspondent a t  
Geneva, is the one which has been 
tary of State Hull on May 18, 1941 
stressed principles of free trade and enter- 
prise. Even earlier, in his message to 
Congress urging the Lease-lmd Bill, 
President Roosevelt described a future 
world founded on four freedoms. Ex- 
pressed more completely, this theory is 
the basis of the agreement of President 
Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill 
as to the peace aims of the democracies, 
which in the long run would mean the 
attainment of the long cherished ideal of 
Christian principles, the brotherhood of 
mankind, or, on a more realistic founda- 
tion, the unlimited prosperity and coop- 
eration of all industry, all governments 
and all people the world over, with corre- 
sponding prosperity for and cooperation 
with special libraries. Let me set forth 
those eight points and then try to visual- 
ize that world. 
"Joint duclaration of the President of the United States 
of Americs and the Prime Minister, Mr.  Churchill, ~ e p -  
resenting His Majesty's Government in the United Kini-  
dam, beinzmct toycfher, deem it right tomvltc known cer- 
tain common grincipl~i  in the nrtiond policies of their 
rerpective countries on which they base thcir hopes io1 r 
better future ior the wwld. 
First, their countries rcek no agarandieemenf, terri- 
torial or other: 
Second, they desire to see no territorial changes that 
do not accord with the freely eipreried wishes of the 
pco,'lcr concerned; 
Third, they respect the right of d l  peooler to chouie 
the f o r m a l  gorrinmenf undcr which they will live: and 
they wish to rce iove~eign ~ i ~ h t r  and self-government 
restored to those who have been foiciblr deorivrd oi them; 
~ ~ ~. 
~ ~ u ~ t h ,  they will endeavor, with due rerprct for their 
existing ubligrfionr to further the enjoyment by all states, 
o~ small, victor or vanquished, of access, on equal 
t a m s ,  to the trade and to the l a w  matcriali of thc world 
which are needed for their eonomic  prosperity: 
Fifth, they desire to hrina about thefuil~srcollaboration 
betwten d l  nations in the economic 6cld wi th  the obicct 
of i e c u r i n ~ ,  for all, imgroved labor standards, economic 
advancement and sucirl recurity; 
Sirtb, after the 6nal destructioo of ths  N r 6  tyiinny, 
they hope to rec established a peace which will afford to 
all nz~tions the means of dwelling in safety within their 
own boundrriei, m d  which l"1ll rUu1d arrurance t ha t  all 
fiiemeninullthelandsmavliveoui their live8 in f~eedum 
~ ~ 
worked out in detail to the greatest fmmfcer=nd.wmt: 
Seventh. such a ~ e r c c  should enable allmen to  transverse 
extent. I t  sets up a union of all English the hiph and oceans hindrance: 
Ei-hth, they believe that  d l  ai  the nations nf the world. 
'peaking countries with a federal govern- for realistic ar well TP spirit"-1 reaians, must come to t he  
ment, a constitution, a provision for abandonment of the urc of force. Sincc no future w r c e  
call he mrintained if Iand, sea or air rrmaments continue 
admitting new states and a peace plan. 
,,be.mp~oyedhvn.tionswhiihthreaten,ormPythreaten. 
Suggesting definite foundation stones acgession nutside of their frantieri, they helleve, ~ c n d i n g  
the  ~ ~ t r b l i r h m e n t  of r wider and Dermanent rsstem of 
for a post-war democratic world, Secre- ,,,I ,,,,,i,,, ti,,, the disarmament ~i such 
is esantial. They will likewise aid and encourage all 
other practicable meamre whicll will lighten far ~ e a c c -  
loving peoples the crushing burden of airnamentd' 
The first three aims imply a status 
quo of the inter-war period, with inde- 
pendent nations and peoples enjoying 
self-government. These are not contra- 
dictory to our present activities and will 
in no way, a t  least so far as can be seen 
now, alter our responsibilities as special 
librarians. 
The fourth aim will make available 
raw materials to all nations, and hence to  
industry. This in the past has been 
limited by economic barriers dependent 
upon tariffs, transportation facilities and 
costs as well as by the extent and develop- 
ment of the resources. With raw 
materials obtainable it will mean the 
elimination to a certain extent of ersatz 
materials-something which we in this 
country know little about, especially in 
the publicized field of foodstuffs. At the 
present time, shortages due to trade diffi- 
culties are being felt in many industries, 
among them those using imported oils for 
soaps, cosmetics and paints. This par- 
ticular difficulty will be eliminated. 
Research and production facilities now 
used for ersatz and defense materials 
may be devoted to the utilization and 
improve~nent of these raw nlaterials as 
such, or as intermediates in the produc- 
tion of manufactured products. The 
search for new and better products, 
synthetic perhaps but not ersatz, will be 
even more important since the raw 
materials will be available to all industry, 
large and small, near and far. If any 
individual industry is to survive, its 
products must excel others in its field. 
The implications for industrial libraries, 
bearing in mind that these libraries are 
fact-finding institutions, are that they 
will have to provide more information 
than ever before on the natural and 
developed resources of each country, the 
superiority of a specific raw material 
from one country for a specific purpose or 
finished product, the extent to which it is 
available, the difficulty or ease with 
which it may be obtained, the prices 
which may be expected and the liter- 
ature published on all these phases. 
At present in fostering better relations 
with nations in Latin America, we are 
actually lending money to establish 
industries that will be competitive with 
our own. This, however, is sound business. 
Our foreign trade is heaviest with those 
nations most extensively industrialized. 
New factories abroad, strangely enough, 
mean more business for American fac- 
tories under a system of free international 
trade. 
We engage in endless conferences on 
all types of common problems-radio, 
health, education, postal exchange, ship- 
ping, literature and art. Innumerable 
other cooperative measures might be 
mentioned. In a cooperative new world, 
these measures will not be limited to this 
hemisphere, but will be extended to all 
the world. There will undoubtedly be a 
great increase in research fellowships and 
exchange students. There is no reason 
to suppose it would not be more advisable 
for a firm engaged in the manufacture of 
paints using tung oil, for example, to 
establish fellowships in the universities of 
China, where certain phases of the prob- 
lem, especially the production methods 
and chemical constitution, could be stud- 
ied to better advantage than in one of our 
own universities. 
Miss Alexander's talk two years ago 
a t  this meeting, outlining the possibilities 
of the Bibliographical Planning Center 
and the Union Library Catalog project 
of Philadelphia, might well be extended 
from the regional point of view to the 
national and even international. We now 
have national libraries serving as re- 
search centers for governments. There is 
no reason why we might not have national 
or international libraries serving as re- 
search centers for whole industries, inso- 
far as literature collections and reference 
services are concerned. I t  would then be 
possible to have in one location conlplete 
reference collections in any one field i.e., 
all the bibliographies, directories, dic- 
tionaries, encyclopedias, texts, current 
and back files of journals and patents. 
The seventh point stresses the freedom 
of the seas. This would also apply to the 
air and ether. Not inconceivable improve- 
ments in the techniques of teletyping, 
telephotography and radiophotography 
would enable reference questions to be 
answered just as rapidly as by inter-office 
telephone today, or whole books to be 
transmitted in even less time from the 
suggested super-special libraries than it 
now takes to get photostat copies from a 
nearby library. 
The final aim is a simple statement of 
the disarmament of the aggressor nations, 
with eventual and permanent disarma- 
ment for all nations. Industrial disarma- 
ment will bring long term problems. The 
plants and industries developed a t  such a 
mad pace these past two years for 
defense purposes must be converted to 
peace-time activities or abandoned. 
The foregoing hypotheses are based on 
the assumption of a victory of the democ- 
racies. Our job as librarians is to he ready 
when the change comes by equipping 
ourselves to recognize and meet it. In the 
meantime we must be loyal to our various 
employers and to our own and their 
ideals of business and research. 
An abridgment of a talk before the joint mccting of rhc Philadelphia Covncil of thc Special 
Libraries Association and the Pittsburgh Chapter, held ar the Annual Mecting of thc Pcnnsyl- 
vania Library Association ar Bethlchcm, Pennsylvania, an October I r ,  194'. 
Public Relations on an Individual Basis' 
By DR. MARION A. BILLS 
Assistant Sccrcrary, Aema Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut 
w E USUALLY think of public relations as being a policy which affects large groups of 
people as groups, i.e. advertising in 
dealing with the widespread public; 
employer-employee general policies in 
industry; professional standing between 
doctors, lawyers and their clients. All 
of this relationship is on an entirely im- 
personal basis. We all accept it and it 
influences us, but probably only up  to 
the point where a more direct personal 
or  individualistic contact comes into the 
picture. Suppose we are influenced by 
this expression of public relations and 
respond to an advertisement from a store 
which tells us not only what they have 
to sell, but also of their keen interest in 
us. If we receive especially good or 
especially poor service, that personal 
contact will take precedence in our mind 
over all impersonal propaganda. We may 
definitely reason to ourselves that the 
company's policy is not necessarily rep- 
resented by the treatment that we have 
I Address before the Insurance G r o w  the Thirty-third 
Annual Convention oi Special Ubiaries Aswsiafion, Errfiord. 
Connecticut, Jvoe 18, 1941. 
received, but in any future contact our 
emotions will spring to the front and the 
first thing we will think of is their public 
relations on our own individual basis. 
Several experiments on the spreading 
of propaganda, of which we have become 
so conscious a t  the present time, have 
dealt with the amount that a person's 
viewpoint could be changed by written 
o r  verbal arguments. Let us say that on 
any  given topic opinions may run from 
"a" to "z". Suppose "a" is a very radical 
opinion on that subject and "z" ultra 
conservative. Let us assume that a 
person's opinion centers around "mu. 
Propaganda on this subject which would 
run around "k" and "1" on the radical 
or  "n" and "0" on the conservative, 
would tend to make the individual swing 
over to these opinions, but  if one tries 
to use propaganda represented by "a", 
"b", or "c" on the radical side or "x", 
"y", or "z" on the conservative side, we 
find that the individual tends to swing to 
the other extreme. That  is, if a person 
with an "m" viewpoint is presented with 
propaganda either verbal or published 
of "a", "b", and "c", that person tends 
t o  become "x", "y", or "z", while if the 
propaganda is "x", "y", or "z", he tends 
to become "a", "b", or "c". T o  general- 
ize, propaganda will move a person 
slowly in one desired direction or the 
other, but only if the propaganda is not 
radically different from his own views. 
However, i t  may be possible over a period 
of time to move the person who is a t  the 
"m" point to the "a", "b", or "c" 
points or to the "x", "y", or "z" point, 
but  i t  must he done bit by bit and time 
must elapse between each application of 
propaganda to allow him to become fixed 
in the new viewpoint. Probably the most 
famous example of this type of approach 
was Anthony's speech over Caesar. 
From, "I come to bury Caesar, not to 
" praise him" to, In  every wound to 
Caesar that should move, The stones of 
Rome to rise and mutiny," was a full 
half-hour of the cleverest propaganda 
ever written. 
In  a minor way one constantly uses 
this approach in personal contacts. The 
technique of i t  is fairly easy to learn. 
One says, "Yes, but-" and presents 
first the less telling arguments, gradually 
working up  to the more effective ones. 
However, i t  seems to me that fundamen- 
tally there is much more involved and 
that the technique can only be used 
continuously and successfully if one 
acquires the ability to understand and 
sympathize with the other man's view- 
point. Most of us can only develop this 
ability if we learn to listen, and I make 
this statement even though I know that 
there must be another way since I 
have known persons who talked all the 
time themselves and yet knew everything 
about everybody! 
THE GIVING OF TIME 
T o  many people conciseness is an asset, 
but frequently in public relations it  is 
not. If you have to say "No," a long 
letter to a client, even though i t  says no 
more than a short one, will, as a rule, be 
better received. I f  you must say "No" 
give the person the chance to adjust him- 
self to the "No." An assistant to one of 
the directors in a government office once 
told me that time after time people would 
come out  from having talked with the 
head of the system when he had had to 
say definitely "No," and remark, "Well, 
he was fair about it. He gave us plenty 
of time." 
When I first started to interview 
people I used to be a little hurt by the 
remark, "Thank you for your time." 
I t  seemed to imply, "You gave me 
nothing." I have now come to realize 
i t  is quite genuine and that i t  shows an 
appreciation based on sound, though 
entirely subconscious, psychological prin- 
ciples. Time is perhaps the one thing in 
the world of which we all have an equal 
amount; 24 hours in a day, 60 minutes in 
an hour. If you give m e  $10. you may 
have more money than I have, but if  you 
take 10 minutes to consider things which 
are strictly my problem, you have 
shared with me something of which we 
have equal amounts. 
Since, unlike Socrates, I like living too 
well to "go around all the time giving 
advice," will you please totally discon- 
nect my next two paragraphs from each 
other. 
Paragraph No. I-This relationship, 
or the giving of rime, is especially im- 
portant where there is a relationship of 
accepted superiority of the person giving. 
Paragraph No. 2-In most instances a 
librarian, since she works on her own 
ground, is in the position to her client of 
the superior to the inferior. She is to her 
clients the person who knows most about 
libraries and particularly her library. 
With special libraries connected with 
industry and business, the librarian has a 
very important role to play in the em- 
ployer-employee relationship. She can 
make the en~ployee feel a part of the 
organization or she can make him feel 
an outsider. 
I realize that I know very little about a 
library. I could apply i t  much better to 
the personnel field, but let us take an 
example. I come in and ask for a certain 
book. M y  viewpoint is the "m" view- 
point. I want that book. You are the 
librarian a t  the desk. You know the book 
is out. Your viewpoint is the "a" view- 
point. In this instance there can be no 
compromise. You say, "No, the book is 
out." Although my intellectual reaction 
is that there is no question of the fact, 
my emotional reaction immediately 
jumps to "2" and I say (of course to 
myseln "She doesn't want to take the 
time to look." Suppose, however, you 
had said, "I feel quite sure the book is out, 
but let me check for you." That brings 
me down to about the "g" viewpoint and 
gives me time to settle there. After 
looking at your records you tell me that 
the book is out but is due back on such 
and such a date. The result is that I 
immediately drop to the "a" viewpoint. 
Turning to the Personnel Department, 
a person comes in to apply for a job 
perhaps three or four times. We know 
there is no opening. We tell him, "There 
is no job open today." If we say i t  
pleasantly the person will probably go 
away not antagonistic. But suppose we 
'' 
say, Yes, we have your application on 
file. We know you are a high school 
graduate and you have typing experience, 
but you must remember that there are 
many more applicants than jobs. You 
are up against pretty stiff competition for 
the very few openings that we have. 
There's not one today." The person will 
probably go away with the feeling of 
having his remarks duly considered. We 
have taken a few seconds more. We have 
put considerably more energy into our 
contact. 
FRAKKXESS PAYS DIVIDENDS 
Another general principle of psychology 
which I think underlies public relations 
on an individual basis is that we all 
like, to use a slang expression, "to be in 
the know." We do not want to be talked 
down to, and most of us do not want to 
be talked up to. We like to have everyone 
put the cards on the table without mys- 
tery and without undue emphasis on the 
amount of special knowledge that the 
information we are giving requires. The 
poorer doctor, the doctor who is less 
sure of himself, tends to use big words 
when he explains what is the matter with 
you. He makes the ailment and its cure 
almost a mystery, but the better physi- 
cian, as a rule, explains to you in very 
simple language what i t  is all about and 
tells you quite readily what he does not 
understand about your symptoms. 
Perhaps this applies especially in 
professional relations. Among psycholo- 
gists those who have the most to con- 
tribute and who are doing the most out- 
standing jobs are the ones who always 
give us full credit for everything we do. 
To  them any useful job is a real contribu- 
tion in the field and they do not consider 
that their opinion is more important 
than ours. I t  is the man who is not quite 
sure of his own position and of his own 
ability, who wants to impress you with 
the relative importance of his own job. 
Another general principle of psychology 
which I believe is applicable to public 
relations on an individual basis is that 
wit and humor can be used successfully 
in fairly direct ratio to the size of the 
audience. Humor is used most success- 
fully by the author with the large im- 
personal public. Next it can be used by 
the speaker, for in groups people will 
laugh a t  their own idiosyncracies and if 
one can have wit and humor i t  often 
carries a speech over as nothing else 
will. Individually, however, people must 
be taken seriously. When you come to 
dealing, except among friends well known 
to you, with the individual, a keen sense 
of humor, unless held well under control, 
is usually a detriment and not an asset. 
If you examine this theory a little more in 
detail you will find that it has a sound 
base. hlost humor when i t  develops 
between two people who are not well 
known to each other, tends to be one- 
sided, especially if one is of superior 
authority to the other and is in sur- 
roundings familiar to him. I t  is so rarely 
that one can have the give and take of a 
brilliant conversation that even i f  you 
have the ability it is, for the sake of the 
other fellow, not worth risking. When 
humor is one-sided, in nine times out of 
ten the enjoyment of it is confined to the 
person exercising the humor. The re- 
cipient may bear with it and may indi- 
cate some enjoyment, but I think it is 
very seldom real. More often he feels 
that fun is being made of him and is 
fearful that other visitors may overhear. 
Think back over the humor that springs 
up in this way. One of the frequent ex- 
amples is reading into a person's remark 
a meaning which was not intended. If  
he sees the point himself and laughs about 
it, that is one thing, but if  you twist a 
serious remark to mean something differ- 
ent i t  is usually for your own enjoyment 
and not for theenjoyment of the person to 
whom you are talking. If you are to have 
proper public relations on an individual 
basis, you must constantly work from the 
other person's viewpoint. 
S.L.A. Public Relations Program 
D URING the past year the Public Angeles Railway Corporation, Los An- Relations Committee under the geles, California, has been studying able leadership of its Chairman, methods as to how best to bring our 
Emma Quigley, Librarian of the Los Association more effectively to the atten- 
tion of business and industry. In  her 
annual report Miss Quigley very clearly 
stated the committee's objective and in 
order that the Association as a whole 
may have a more comprehensive picture 
of what these are, I am quoting a portion 
of it. 
" The old saying, of popular appeal, 
that 'A man's judgment is no better 
than his information,' applies equally 
well to those responsible for inaugurating 
a public relations program as to the 
public to be served. Obviously, then, the 
committee charged with this responsi- 
bility ought to have a clear conception of 
what the public wants. With this in mind 
a large committee was selected, twenty- 
eight in number, representative of every 
chapter and group and including as ex- 
officio members, the members of the 
S.L.A. National Defense Committee. 
Thus it was hoped that a united effort 
would be made to impress upon every 
one of the members, that  good public 
relations is a problem for every chapter, 
group, committee, library and librarian; 
that each has his part  to play; and that  
if each one performs his part well, a firm 
foundation will be laid for a sound public 
relations policy throughout S.L.A. We are 
living in uncertain and trying times, and 
special librarians must be prepared to 
meet the informational needs of such an 
emergency. At present there seem to be 
three paramount issues of vital concern 
t o  all, including special librarians: 
(1)  National ddrnse yuoblem~, which fall into three 
general dirhiuna: 
a .  Thore of a culturrl md recrcationrl naturc, 
building morale, tic. 
b. Mafrrialr for technical and vocational  train^ 
ins 
c. Roiesrch for industry and defense. 
(21 Economic reconstruction problems 
(3) Inter-American relations. 
A special librarian's job is to find out  how 
and where she fits into these three general 
classifications so as to be of the greatest 
service. 
There are certain well established pro- 
cedures in all public relations programs, 
which the committee proposes to adopt, 
in addition to others. They are as follows: 
(1) Exhibits 
(2)  Timely, practical and colarfd articles in ncwrpaper3 
and trade manazines 
(3) Speakerr on programs of other organirationi 
(4) Inauguration of  rprcial library and research sections 
rt conventionr and conference5 of business, in- 
dustrial, trade, Lechnid and professional organha- 
tionr r s  an integral part oi the praceedings 
(5) Radio talks on rpecial libraries or research activities 
and iuinishing research material for nafionrl and 
local broadcasts 
(6 )  Publicire frcilities lor dirseminrtion of adequate, 
authentic and u~-io-tho~minute information to 
mnnagsment and labor with special libraries ss r 
medium for the exchnnse of information bctrreen 
employer and emp1,yee. 
The  important thing to remember, how- 
ever, is that the secret to their success 
lies in their application to some specific 
problem and need, in some particular 
locality a t  the opportune time." 
As a result of the policiesformulated 
by the committee, a panel discussion was 
held a t  the S.L.A. Annual Convention a t  
Hartford, Connecticut. The theme 'Tell- 
ing the World What and Why' was chosen 
as being most applicable to all phases of 
the subject. Several of the papers pre- 
sented a t  that  time appear in this issue. 
I t  will be seen upon reading them that 
the thought running through most of 
them is that now is the time for the Asso- 
ciation to forge ahead and prove to 
industry and business that i t  has the 
necessary and adequate resources to 
assist their leaders not only in this time of 
national emergency but  afterwards when 
the period of adjustment descends upon 
the world. 
THE EDITOR 
The Library of Congress as a Point of 
Contact in Dealing With Technical 
Libraries in ~ a s h i & t o n  and Various 
Government Agencies' 
By DR. LUTHER H. EVANS 
Chief hssisianc, Library of Congress, Washingtan, D. C. 
T HESE lines of bold face type an- nouncing the ,subject of my dis- course have bothered me a good 
deal because they represent three topics 
which could be the subjects of lengthy 
talks. The first two words, "The Library:' 
would make a wonderful speech, as 
would also "The Lihrary of Congress" 
and"Points of Contact."However, I shall 
merely say a few words regarding the 
general situation a t  the present time 
between the Library of Congress and 
other libraries-particularly the tech- 
nical and special libraries. 
The great problem facing us in the 
Library of Congress-in addition to the 
problem of reorganizing certain of our 
own services-is that of developing our 
relations with other libraries and with 
those scholarly services which are, in one 
way or another, connected with library 
work. We are reorganizing the Library of 
Congress for two reasons-ne is, that the 
Annex building, occupied shortly before 
Mr. MacLeish's appointment, has made 
necessary a good deal of reorganization of 
functions and procedures not possible 
before this building was available. We 
are reorganizing, in the second place, 
because we have been successful in 
'Talk befoie the Panel Dircussion on Public Relations 
and National Defense at the Thirty-third Annual Convention 
of S ~ e c i a l  Libraries Association, Hartford, Connnticut. 
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securing increased appropriations from 
Congress. 
The problem of trying to figure out the 
place of the Library of Congress in the 
library system of the nation is one that 
must of necessity take time. First of all 
we must learn what goes on within the 
Lihrary of Congress and try to improve 
upon it there. We must then discover 
what is being accomplished in the rest of 
the library system of the nation, what 
points of view exist; what demands are 
present in terms of Library of Congress 
leadership; what fears are present r e  
garding potential Library of Congress 
monopoly and domination of particular 
activities, because there are some phases 
of library activity in which the Library of 
Congress could misuse its authority. 
There are some activities in the library 
system which are highly centralized a t  
the Library of Congress and we feel that 
where these exist librarians should be 
very frank in telling us where to "head 
in" and what to do next. A simple illustra- 
tion would be the cataloguing of cards; 
another one, the development of our 
schedules of classification. 
The most recent step we have taken 
to demonstrate our interest in cooperative 
endeavor is the establishment of an 
Experimental Division of Library Co- 
operation. Although we were unable to 
have the Division set up on a per- 
manent basis, we did secure sufficient 
funds to conduct an experiment for 
one year. That  year began on April 
7th with the appointment of Mr. Her- 
bert Keller who, as director of the 
Division, is our traveling point of con- 
tact. Mr. Keller will be on the road a 
great deal of the time and probably will 
visit many of you. He will cover most of 
the country during the coming year and 
I hope you will feel free to tell him just 
how the Library of Congress can assist 
you in your work. Do not regard the 
Library of Congress merely as a great 
National Library, but regard it as a 
concentrated group of special libraries, 
some of them specialized in fields not 
fully represented in S. L. A. 
The Importance of Employee 
Information' 
By BEATA V. DRAKE 
Librarian, Chamber of Commerce, Washingran, D. C. 
E MPLOYER-EMPLOYEE mate- rial may be divided into two classes. First, there is the type of 
information primarily of interest to the 
employee. Within the last few years 
corporations have issued annual reports 
to their employees as well as to their 
stockholders. These reports often include 
pictures of the workers and the plants, 
and figures on wages, dividends and 
taxes, graphically illustrated. There have 
been numerous references to these re- 
ports in the trade papers and the press, 
such as a recent one in the March, 1941, 
issue of Public Opinion &uzrterly, and the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's 
Policyholders Service Bureau publica- 
tion, The Annual Report to Employees, 
issued last year. 
Some corporations publish employee 
handbooks, short histories of the com- 
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pany and descriptive booklets showing 
the plants and products and picturing 
workers a t  their various jobs. Another 
vehicle telling the employee what is 
happening in his plant is the company 
house organ. In  it may be found informa- 
tion as to safety programs, recreational 
activities, employee and foreman training 
plans, changes in the pension systems and 
all varieties of news about individual 
workers. When the company has an 
employee library the house organ fre- 
quently lists new publications received 
that are of interest to the worker. I n  a 
recent issue of Printers' Ink  Monthly 
there is a list of approximately goo com- 
pany house organs. Most of these are 
advertising media, but a great number 
(over zoo) are employee magazines. 
The worker is also interested in the 
trade and technical periodicals of his 
industry. The American Iron and Steel 
Institute and the Automobile Manu- 
facturers' Association each issue monthly 
Facts bulletins which give graphic infor- 
mation regarding their respective in- 
dustries. 
Secondly, we come to the material on 
employee information that is of interest 
to the employer. I have in mind, for exam- 
ple, information in the field of industrial 
relations covering training and safety 
programs, profit sharing, pension and 
bonus plans, recreational activities and 
methods for ascertaining what the em- 
ployee is thinking. This can frequently be 
found in trade periodicals, as many carry 
stories of all types of employee and fore- 
man training, safety programs and labor 
legislation. The National Industrial Con- 
ference Board, the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company, the Industrial Rela- 
tions Counselors and other well-known 
organizations also publish reports on this 
subject. According to a recent report by 
an industrial engineer some form of profit 
sharing has been adopted by approxi- 
mately five hundred corporations in the 
United States. In 1938 there was printed 
the report of a Congressional investiga- 
tion into profit sharing systems operating 
in this country. 
Pension plans are given much space in 
trade papers, especially in insurance 
periodicals. Many corporations print 
their own plans in pamphlet form for 
their employees. The Commerce Clearing 
House, in 1939, issued an interesting 
report on Pro& Sharing and Pension 
Plans, by C. M .  Winslow and K. R. 
Clark. 
Suggestion systems and attitude sur- 
veys are methods employed by some 
corporations for better understanding 
between the company and the workers. 
A few references for this material may be 
found in publications of the National 
Industrial Conference Board, the Ameri- 
can Management Association and the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. 
Trade Associations are another source for 
employee information, as the training of 
employees has been an objective of these 
associations for many years. An interest- 
ing report on this subject entitled, Em- 
ployee "Training Actiui~ies of Trade Asso- 
ciations, bas been published by the Trade 
Association Department of the Chamber 
of Commerce of the United States. The 
National Metal Trades Association, the 
Machine Tool Builders, the National 
Automobile Dealers Association, the 
American Bakers Association and many 
other associations are now engaged in 
tying their training programs in with 
national defense. Local chambers of com- 
merce assist communities in promoting 
vocational training and safety courses 
for the employees of member companies 
and in training men for defense industries. 
Faithful Service dinners, recreational 
programs, plant tours and other activi- 
ties for employee groups are also spon- 
sored by local organizations to increase 
industrial goodwill. 
The National Electrical Manufac- 
turers Association, the National Retail 
Dry Goods Association, the National 
Electrical Contractors Association and 
others have active industrial relations 
committees to help their members with 
employee problems. The National Cham- 
her of Commerce, in 1940, issued a report 
entitled, Employer-Employee Relations 
Actiuities of "Trade Associations. 
There are also a few publications of 
public agencies in other countries that will 
provide information on the subject of 
employee relations, such as the Canadian 
Labor Gazette, the British Ministry o j  
Labor Gazette and the publications of the 
International Labor Office. 
To summarize-the sources to be 
consulted on employee information, in 
addition to the well-known material 
issued by agencies of the federal and 
state governments, are the trade associa- 
tions and trade publications of the vari- 
ous industries; the National Industrial 
Conference Board, the Industrial Rela- 
tions Section of the Department of 
Economics and Social Institutions of 
Princeton University, the Industrial R e  
lations Counselors, the Policyholders 
Service Bureau of the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company, the American Man- 
agement Association, the American Asso- 
ciation for Labor Legislation. The reports 
of industrial relations conferences. such 
as the Personnel and Industrial Rela- 
tions Institute held a t  Purdue University 
annually since 1937, the Silver Bay 
Conferences sponsored by the Young 
Men's Christian Association and the 
Louisiana Personnel Conference of May, 
1940, a t  the Louisiana State University 
are likewise valuable source material. 
National Defense Libraries1 
By CAROL WANNER 
Libnrian, OMse of Production Mnmgcmcnt, Wanhingran, D. C. 
w HILE practically every li- brary in the land has recog- nized a responsibility in con- 
nection with our program to prepare 
America and is to a varying extent and 
with variable emphasis a national defense 
library, there is one in Washington which 
is privileged to devote itself exclusively 
to national defense, in all of its broadest 
aspects. I t  is the Library of the Office of 
Production Management, formerly Li- 
brary of the Advisory Commission to the 
Council of National Defense. Since its 
organization last June 3oth, this library 
has provided service for all of the defense 
agencies under the Office for Emergency 
Management. 
Approximately gg books out of every 
100 are always in use. Despite the fact 
that space is available for only one read- 
ing table, and that, of all the agencies we 
serve, only OPM, the Mediation Board 
and the Division of Information are 
located in the same building with us, 
approximately 300 people come into the 
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Library weekly; six telephones ring con- 
stant$; and occasionally particularly 
intricate problems are presented in writ- 
ing. I t  is not only the economists, statis- 
ticians and technical experts who make 
use of the Library, but also the men and 
women who comprise our administrative 
and service staff. Between 4000 and 5000 
requests for service are received monthly, 
between gooo and 10,ooo publications are 
circulated and distributed for office file. 
There is nothing conceivably within the 
scope of librarianship which we do not 
attempt to fathom. We provide general 
and legislative reference of varied com- 
plexity, the compilation of bibliographies 
and legislative histories, translating, di- 
gesting, the loan of our own books and 
arranging for the loan of others from 
libraries all over the country, and of 
course the assembly, processing and 
publicizing necessary to make essential 
material readily available to our staff. 
New staff members have their names 
placed upon the mailing list to receive 
our weekly list of acquisitions. They are 
also presented with a list of the period- 
icals we receive and which we are glad 
to route upon request. New material 
bearing upon a problem known to be 
confronting a particular member of the 
staff is brought directly to his attention. 
While we are gradually acquiring a col- 
lection of books most consistently used 
and essential for our purpose, the enor- 
mity of the drfenst: program and the vast 
amount of written material relating 
thereto, makes it  impractical, if not 
impossible for our Library to purchase 
all of the books required during the course 
of our preparation to defend America. 
We are able, however, to obtain other 
important volumes. Led by the Library 
of Congress, all of the libraries in Wash- 
ington and many others throughout the 
country permit us to borrow from them 
approximately 350 books a week. The  
cooperation which these libraries extend 
is not limited to the loan of volumes. 
Many of them send us regularly pertinent 
bibliographies which they have compiled 
as well as duplicates of volumes they 
think we could use. They recommend 
personnel as possible additions to our 
staff; offer the value of their specialized 
experience and training on technical 
problems; and a t  the very beginning, 
even loaned us supplies and some of their 
very own personnel. 
A great many other libraries have evi- 
denced a desire to cooperate to the extent 
of their ability. Since the mobilization of 
all forces-and librarians constitute a 
significant force-is essential to our 
national defense, we of the OPM Library 
realize and appreciate the contribution 
being made by the librarians of the 
country. 
National Defense as a Challenge to 
Our Public Relations Committee1 
By WILLIAM F. JACOB 
Librarian, Gencral Library, Gcneral Electric Company, Schencctady. Ncw York 
T H E  word "defense" itself connotes a challenge, no matter what field of endeavor one follows; defense 
against military attack, defense against 
dictatorship, defense against being 
eclipsed by other forms of similar activity. 
Each living soul knows that this national 
defense program against a most terrify- 
ing challenge to the American way of life 
will demand the utmost of our capability, 
whether we be special librarians, engi- 
neers, housewives or just one of the 
leisure class. Our help may be needed 
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even after so-called working hours, as 
members of the communities in which 
we reside. Every important speaker, from 
President Roosevelt down, is calling for 
an all-out effort, and "all out" includes 
us-the members of the special library 
profession. 
Armament for the defense program 
and the military effort which may follow 
if Uncle Sam continues to suffer irritation, 
does not mean merely guns, tanks, aero- 
planes, but also food, power, fuel, shelter, 
propaganda and morale. All of these 
fields involve technical, social, psycho- 
logical and military data-data which is 
already available in the literature pub- 
lished throughout the world. The U. S. 
Signal Corps is sometimes called "The 
Service of Information." If we spread 
that phrase over a broader field than 
tactical information, could we not say 
that special librarians function as units 
of a more universal "Service of In- 
formation?" 
Military leaders will need information: 
-information about weather conditions, 
about topographical terrain, about trans- 
portation facilities, about physiological 
effects of possible chemicals used in 
warfare, etc. Civilian leaders will need 
information on air-raid protection, fire- 
extinguishing, mob psychology and 
morale. Armament manufacturers will 
need information about materials and 
substitutes, design of military equipment, 
machine tools and the like. I could list 
countless other needs of information 
apropos of national defense. We, who 
have been collecting such data for our 
employers, or, who, from our experience, 
know where to locate quickly this desired 
information, are in an ideal position to 
supply it to military and civilian defense 
authorities. This "all-out" effort to 
which I have alluded demands that we 
do so-and quickly! 
How shall we begin? Here is where the 
S.L.A. Public Relations Committee comes 
into the picture. We shall have to edu- 
cate these authorities as to who and 
where we are, and what we have to offer. 
We shall have to go into the business of 
S.L.A. propaganda, or, to use a more 
pleasant phrase, publicity. This new 
S.L.A. Public Relations Committee, uu- 
der the able chairmanship of Emma 
Quigley, has made an excellent start in 
the right direction. 
The Special Libraries Association does 
not have the nationwide .reputation 
among non-library-conscious business 
men and community leaders that i t  so 
richly deserves. Unfortunately we have 
never been able to afford the larger paid 
administrative staffs necessary to devote 
time to the preparation of frequent news 
releases, intriguingly written and widely 
disseminated, which assure immediate 
acceptance by editors throughout the 
land; nor staffs to prepare so-called 
"canned talks" for use by individual 
members for presentation before other 
associations, service clubs, etc.; nor other 
ways and means of placing the Associa- 
tion more firmly and widely in the public's 
ken. Now is the time-if ever-to pro- 
mote the usefulness of our Association. 
Our wares are needed today. Let's srll 
them aggressively! 
When we are asked-in our capacity as 
special librarians-to co-operate in a 
community project, whether it be for 
defense or not, or i f  we are called upon to 
speak before a non-library group, or to 
prepare a paper for a non-library journal, 
let us make certain that we are listed 
and known, not only as the librarian of 
the XYZ Company, but also as a member 
of the Special Libraries Association. The 
S.L.A. needs that subtle publicity as 
much as, and even more than, the XYZ 
Company. If each of us were to follow 
that procedure, the name of our Asso- 
ciation would crop up in many non- 
library fields where it has hitherto been 
relatively unknown. 
Another idea is that each member 
ought to possess an attractive certificate 
of membership in the Special Libraries 
Association, possibly framed and hung 
conspicuously in his library. This will 
emphasize to each user of, or visitor to his 
library that he or  his library is affiliated 
with the Special Libraries Association. 
In  my opinion, i t  will add prestige to the 
library or the librarian and, again, will 
make more non-library people cognizant 
of the Special Libraries Association. Just 
ask yourself this question, how many of 
my library users have ever heard 
of S.L.A.? 
Just one more thought-as matters 
are set up  a t  the moment, our civilian 
defense activities are being broken into 
small units, such as county defense 
councils. I presume that, as is the case in 
the town from which I come, prominent 
business men in each community will 
comprise such councils. I t  behooves each 
of us to become acquainted with the local 
defense organizations; to see to it that 
our special qualifications are on record; 
and to feed such councils from our files 
whatever data is needed for their activ- 
ity. If each of us does our share, many 
more business men and community 
leaders will learn of the profession of 
special librarianship and of the Special 
Libraries Association. Developing an 
expanding sphere of recognition as a 
result of this National Emergency may 
be an entering wedge, or to use a new 
war term, an injilfration for promoting 
more and better special libraries when the 
glorious day of Peace again dawns on this 
troubled world. 
* * * 
Los Angeles- I 942 
F ROM the heart of Los Angeles comes a sincere invitation to all members of Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation to attend the national conventlon 
to be held here next June, an invitation 
with a warmth of welcome as broad, as 
deep, as steadfast as the blue Pacific 
itself. 
The Executive Board has set the week 
beginning June first as Convention week, 
and your Convention home will be the 
Hotel Ambassador, chosen to meet your 
needs for work and play. 
The members of the Southern Califor- 
hia Chapter of S.L.A. deeply appreciate 
the honor that has been accorded them 
as Convention Host for 194% and realize 
full well the responsibilities they have 
assumed. Planning a program to measure 
up to the high standards set in former 
years will be a tremendous task. No 
matter how hard the various committees 
may work, they cannot do i t  alone. 
During the intervening months the Con- 
vention committee will need your interest, 
suggestions, active cooperation and s u p  
port, and the definite assurance that 
you will be with us in Los Angeles in 
June of 1942. That will be our goal. 
Won't you make it yours? 
Why not plan to take your holiday 
then? Set up  a budget NOW to cover 
your time and financial needs, so that 
when June does come you will be ready 
to take the train, airplane, bus, or, per- 
haps, motor across the continent. Each 
month the Committee will try to tell 
you, through SPECIAL LIBRARIES, your 
chapter bulletins, and group publica- 
tions, of some of thr activities we are 
planning for yon, of the many attractions 
in California and how easily and econom- 
ically you can arrange a trip to the west 
coast. 
In  these uncertain and changing days, 
no one would dare predict what is ahead- 
but we are confident, whatever our in- 
terests may be, that we must and shall 
go forward no matter what the conditions 
or circumstances are, prepared and ready 
to meet any emergency. There is no 
better way for special librarians to be 
prepared and ready than to participate 
in the one single event of the year that 
holds so much potential value for each 
one of them as members of S.L.A.- 
their one opportunity to think things 
through, to talk, work and act together 
as a unit. 
In behalf of Josephine Hollingsworth, 
first Vice-president of National S. L. A. 
and Program Chairman for the Conven- 
tion; of Gladys Percey, President of the 
Southern California Chapter of S.L.A. 
and all chapter members individually, 
may I urge you to accept now the invi- 
tation that has been extended to you 
officially by the City of Los Angeles. You 
will be most welcome, I assure you. 
EMMA G. QUIGLEY, 
1942 Conuenlion Chairman. 
Meetings of State Library Associations 
T HE New York Library Associa- tion represents all types of library service in the State and in its 
membership of two thousand (reached 
this year for the first time) public li- 
brarians predominate. But there are some 
special librarians in its activities and a t  
the Lake Mohonk Conference held Sep- 
tember 22-27, 1941, Florence Bradley, 
librarian of the Metropolitan Life In- 
surance Company as chairman of the 
Special Libraries Committee, planned an 
interesting program. 
The theme of the Special Library 
meeting was "The Library in 1950" and 
R. W. G. Vail, New York State Librarian, 
explained the demands made upon the 
many special collections and divisions of 
that important library a t  Albany and 
how it is planning for the future; Mary 
Louise Alexander, Director of the Biblio- 
graphical Planning Committee of Phila- 
delphia, gave an inspiring talk on the 
present accomplishments and the possi- 
bilities of the future. The seventy-five or a 
hundred librarians attending the con- 
ference were so engrossed in discussion 
that the meeting was adjourned to a 
more general session a t  1 1  A.M. and 
Sir Angus Fletcher, scheduled to speak 
before special librarians only, addressed 
the whole Association on "Research in 
International Libraries." In  his charming 
manner, Sir Angus gave a stimulating 
talk about the international scene in the 
library world. 
"Library Week" a t  Lake Mohonk was 
eminently successful with an attendance 
of more than five hundred; splendid 
meetings with excellent and noted speak- 
ers on all phases of library work from 
adult education to school libraries were 
featured; conclusions were reached on 
important practical problems such as 
civil service, today's refugees, libra- 
rians' responsibilities in national and 
civil defense and co-operation with other 
organizations. One afternoon more than 
two hundred librarians were guests of the 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library in Hyde 
Park. One evening was pure fun with 
librarians acting out and each guessing 
book titles of all the others. Broadcasts 
were given Tuesday and Thursday after- 
noons with Dr. W. W. Bishop, Librarian 
Emeritus of the University of Michigan, 
who was Guest of Honor, being inter- 
viewed by Rebecca B. Rankin, President 
of the New York Library Association. 
The week culminated in a broadcast, 
"Speaking of Books" over WGY a t  which 
time Jan Valtin, author of Out of !he 
Night, had his book criticized by I r ~ t a  
Van Daren, Rex Stout and Lewis 
Gannett. 
The fifty-first year of the New York 
Library Association will stand out in the 
Association's annals because the member- 
ship was increased by 467 new names and 
the Conference itself was exceedingly well 
attended. 
One of the outstanding features of the 
year was the publication of a Manual 
which is reviewed elsewhere in this issue. 
The Philadelphia Council and i:he 
Pittsburgh Chapter of the Special Li- 
braries Association held on October I I  th 
a joint meeting a t  the Annual Conference 
of the Pennsylvania State Library Asso- 
ciation a t  Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. The 
theme of this meeting was "Special 
Libraries to the Defense." 
Mrs. Carolyn S. Faltermayer, Librar- 
ian, Philadelphia Record, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, presented a paper on 
" Newspaper Libraries to the Defense," in 
which she told of how the newspaper 
library is required to provide instanta- 
neous information; for example, prac- 
tically every maneuver or news item 
concerning the present war is brought to 
the library so that a similar comparison 
can be made with the last war. Headline 
news is checked for its historical hack- 
ground. 
"Water and the National Defense" 
was the title of a talk given by Ruth 
Ann Robertshaw, Assistant Librarian, 
Hall Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl- 
vania. Miss Robertshaw discussed the 
importance of water in the production of 
power and energy and how the Hall 
Laboratories through its research, pre- 
vents the formation of scale and corrosmn 
which are destructive to the proper 
working of boilers in power plants and 
industry. 
Miss Elma T. Evans' paper on "Spe 
cia1 Libraries After the War" is abridged 
in this issue. 
The highlight of the meeting was 
the presence of Laura A. Woodward, 
National President of the Association. 
Miss Woodward told of the work of the 
National Association, especially the part 
that is played in National Defense and 
asked for suggestions from the members 
present. 
S this issue goes to press, news is A received of several talks given by special librarians a t  State 
meetings. Rose Vormelker spoke before 
the Ohio State Library Association; 
Josephine Hollingsworth and Emma 
Quigley were on the program of the 
California State Library Association; 
our new Indiana Chapter was represented 
a t  the Indiana State Library Association 
and the Connecticut Chapter met with 
the Connecticut State Library Associ- 
ation. 
Decidedly diferent . . . 
C.P.A. Review 
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Board Notes 
President Woodward reported to the S.L.A. 
Executive Board a t  its all-day session a t  the Hotel 
Pennsylvania on Friday, October zqth, that she 
had visited the Montreal, Toronto, Washington, 
Pittsburgh and Kew York Chapters since the 
Hartford Convention; that shc had been invited 
to attend the meeting on November 8th of the 
Presidents of all National !Tomen's Organizations 
(S.L.A. was included in this invitation because of 
'its large number of women members) to meet with 
Mrs. Roosevelt and Mayor LaGuardia to discuss 
voluntary civilian defense; that the profit from 
the Hartford Convention was $1460.45. 
4 4 4- 
Miss Woodward also reported that a consider- 
able discussion took place regarding the Resolution 
adapted a t  the Hartford Convention for coordinat- 
ing the activities of the various National Library 
Associations, the result of which was the passing 
by the Executive Board of the following Resolution: 
Reiolued: That the E X P ~ U ~ ~ V E  Ronrd approve$ of the 
Preiident rontinuing negotiatiom with other Library 
Asiociationi toward the completion of the orpnizn- 
tion o f  the Council of Library Asiocintionr in at- 
cordenre with the Resolution p a i e d  by S.L.A. at the 
Harvord Conaention. 
4- 4 4 
The  Secretary in her report stated that approxi- 
mately 2jo .Active and Institutional mcmbrrs were 
enrolled with S.L.A.'s Employment Service and that 
in the three months the Execotiw Office has handled 
the servicc, a total of 27 pcrsons have been placed in 
positions ranging from $r%oo to $3600 in salary. 
4 4 4  
A lcttcr from Emma Quigley outlining plans for 
the 194% Convention was mad by the President . . . 
the Convention Chairman and the Committee h a w  
promiscd s "diffcien:" type of Convention for next 
year. 
4 4 
Eleanor Cavanaugh, Chairman of the Publica- 
tions Governing Board in hcr report announced 
that the Publications Governing Board had drawn 
up a set of standards for future S.L.A. publica- 
tions and thnt thesc would he rnuilcd to all Chap- 
ter, Group and Committee OAcris, and would also 
appear in S i w x n ~ .  1.rnraniaa; that forthcoming 
S.L.A. publications would include volumes 2 and 3 
of Special Library liesoerccr also n Procedure Manual 
on F i l i i i ~  Curpwn!ion d4ateria1, sponsored by the 
Financial Group; thnt publications contemplated 
were Source Lias of Rnsic Conmoditici and a List 
of Services on Filc in Libraries Loioted in Metro- 
politan Areas. 
Announcements 
New Appointments 
The appointment of Miss Alice V. Neil of Chicago 
as librarian of the Research Laboratory, General 
Electric Company, Schenectady, New York, has 
been announced by William F. Jacob, librarian of 
the Main library. Although a native of Omaha, 
Nebraska, Miss Neil has spent most of her life in 
Chicago. She was graduated from the University of 
Chicago in 1931 with a 1'h.B. degree. The following 
year she took a post-graduate course in Library 
l'echniquc and Administration a t  the Carnegie 
Library School of the Cainegic Institute of Tech- 
nology. 
After serving for two years as librarian and 
statistician of the International Filter Co., Chicago, 
Miss Neil became assistant librarian of the Armour 
College of Engineering of the Illinois Institute of 
Technology, holding that position for the past six 
years. 
Affiliated with the national Special Libraries 
Association and with its Science and l'echnalogy 
and University and College Groups, shc is also a 
member of the American Library Association and 
of its College and Reference Section, as well as a 
member of the Chicago Library Club. 
Ernest I. Miller, Chicf Reference Librarian of 
the TVA Technical Library since May 1934, has 
resigned his position to accept the position of Chief 
of the Technology Department of the Detroit 
Public Library. Mr. Millrr went to his new post on 
October 13, 1941, Prior to joining the staff of the 
TVA Technical Library, hlr. blillcr, a graduate of 
the Illinois University Library School, worked in the 
Library o i t h e  University of Nrbraslka. 
I n  the fall of 1939 the Authority madc a loan of 
Mr. Miller's services to the Bonneville Power 
Administration wherc he set up a Technical Refer- 
ence section similar to the Authority's Technical 
Library. Mr. Millcr receivcd his Mastcr i  dcgrce 
from the University of Tennessee this fall after 
sublnitting a thesis on Some Tenneiree L'topiar. 
Bernard L. Foy has been named Refcrrnce 
Librarian to replace Mr. Miller. 
Miss Annabelle Rlenningei has resigned her 
psit ion as Librarian of Hrarst Rlagazines, Inc., 
to accept a similar position with the Xcw York 
Advertising office of thc Curtis Publishing Com- 
pany, as of September 29, 1941. Miss Menninger 
is taking over the duticr of Mrs. Ruth Ellis Law- 
rence, who is retiring. 
Nat ional  Defense Appointments 
Mary Louise Alexander has been appointed as 
Representative of Library Intcrcsts and Director of 
Research in the Volunteer Participation of Women's 
Division of the Office of Civil Ucfcnse in Wash- 
ington, D. C. Miss Alexander has resigned as Di- 
rector of the Philadelphia Bibliographical Center. 
Josephine B. Hollingsworth, First Vice President 
of S.L.A., and Librarian, Municipal Reference 
Librory, Los Angeles, California, and K. Dorothy 
Ferguson, Librarian, Bank of America, San Fran- 
cisco, California, have been appointed by the 
Governor on the Committee on Research ;and 
Planning of the California State Committec far 
Defensc. 
Eleanor Cavanaugh, Chairmnn, S.L.A. National 
Defense Committee, urges Chapter Presidents tc 
contact their local Defense Councils, suggesting 
the appointment of a spccial librarian as one of the 
representatives on the Council. Miss Cavansugh is 
writing each State National Defense Council 
giving the name of the Chapter President nearest 
its Headquarters and asking that i t  consider ap. 
pointing a representative from the special library 
pmfcssion on the Council. Miss Cnvanauph ;dso 
suggests that Chapter Presidents write n letter to 
his or her State Council offering the services of the 
Chapter to the Council. 
Marriages 
bliss h l a r cda  Hasselbcrg, Treasurer of Special 
Libraries Association, and also Librarian of the 
Curtis Publishing Company, Philaddohia, Pcnnsyl- 
vanin, was married to Mr. klauricc \V. Poppei on  
July 2, 1941. 
Jean Lynch, former Secretary-Treasurer of the 
Southern California Chapter, was mnrried October 
4, 1941, at  the Parke Memorial Chapel, Honolulu, 
Hawnii to Ensign Theodore Dabagh, brother of 
Thomas S. Dabagh, Los Angeles County Law 
Librarian. Ensign Dabagh is stationed a t  the 
Section Base, Bishop's Point, Oahu, T. H. 
A n  S.O.S. 
Miss Flora Jo Rergstrom, School oi Nursing, 
New York Hospital, 525 East 68th Street, New 
Yark City, New York, has sent in an appeal for a 
copy of the Report of the Phyiician o/ the New Tork 
Lunatic Asylum addressed to r: ramrnittee of iti 
gouernori and pudlishrd or their reqnert by Willi;tm 
Handy m d  printed by Samuel \Vood & Sons- 
1818. If  m y  one has a copy of this report which he 
or she would br willing to donate, exchange or 
sell, please coo~municste directly with Miss Berg- 
strom. 
245 SEVENTH AVENUE 
N E W  Y O R L  C I T Y  
UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS 
The largest stock in the country under one roof. 
More than 75,000 titles. Specialities: natural and 
physical sciences, commerce, geology, ethnology. 
Will lmy or tradc your duplicates. 
The Luther M.  Cornwall Company 
723 11th S t r e e t ,  N.W. W a s h i n g t o n .  D. C .  
: PICTORIAL ARCHIVES ! 
I I 
I Illustrationsfrom Old Books I I 
Old Prints and photographs-and illustrations I 
I from old books, magazines and nen-spapers. f 
I I Research and Rending Mntter 10,000 Subjects I 
I I 
1 228 East Forty-first Street f 
I 
I NEW YORK I 
I I 
I Telephone: Murray Nil1 2-5658 I 1 
The American Librarians' Agency 
WINDSOB. CONNECTICUT 
POSITIONS 
WANTED 
For Librarians well 
qualified for all 
branches of library 
work. 
LIBRARIANS 
SUPPLIED 
For poi t iam of 
any t ~ p e  in any 
part of the country. 
This service is free. 
The Dixie Business B o o k  S h o p  Closes 1 PERIODICAL 
Jat rate includes 
volumes to 14 inches 
- 
American Library Association 
specifications; best quality and 
, appearance; expert handline. 
. . - 
Free shipping cartons supplied. 
Three binderies to serve you. 
Address nearest one for full 
particulars. 
EDWIN ALLEN COMPANY 
llOP S. Wabash Ave. CHICAGO 
PO15 E. 65th. St. CLEVELAND 
Sants Fe Bldg. Unit Q DALLAS 
MAGAZINE 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
A com lete, efficient Magazine P service or all Libraries. 
Send us a copy of your list for 
quotation. 
Place your list with a recognized 
Library Agency. 
Have you a copy of our Librarians' 
Guide? The 1941-42 edition is now 
ready. Free on request. 
Also odd numbers of magazines, 
volumes or complete sets supplied 
from our stock of over a million 
magazines. 
F. W. FAXON COMPANY 
83-91 Francis Street 
Back Bay, Boston, Mass. 
I t  will be sad news to many to learn that Robert 
L. Smirky retired from business on October 31,  
1941. For twenty threc years Mr. Smitley has 
spcializcd in books, information and data relating 
to business and business economics. During this 
time he has bccn "a great help in timc of trouble" 
to librarians of financial institutions, corporations, 
universities, schools and colleges located not only 
in the metropolitan area but throughout thecountry 
as well. Henceforth Mr. Smitley, after taking a 
well deserved rest, will devotc his time to writing 
and teaching. The best of wishes go to him in his 
future undertakings from all his SLA friends. 
N i n e  Army General  Hospitals  t o  Get 
5,000-Book Libraries 
Library service will be provided for patients a t  
nine General Hospitals being constructed by the 
Army through the establishment of a 5,- volume 
library a t  each of the new institutions. Approxi- 
mately $57,600 has been allotted for the initial 
purchase of books and other reading material. 
The War Department, through the Army Library 
Service, will furnish 4,- of the books for each 
library, and the librarian in charge of each unit 
will select the remainder of the quota. Librarians 
for the hospital libraries will have to meet the same 
requirements as those serving in other Army librar- 
ies. They will be chosen by the Corps Area com- 
mander having jurisdiction over the respective 
hospitals. Library service will be inaugurated as 
soon as the hospital construction is completed. 
I t  is expected that all work will be finished within 
the next month. Hospitals where the new libraries 
will be established include: Lovell General Hospital, 
Fort Devens, Massachusetts; Tilton General 
Hospital, Fort Din, New Jersey; Lawson General 
Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia; La Garde General 
Hospital, New Orleans, Louisiana; Stark General 
Hospital, Charleston, South Carolina; Billings 
General Hospital, Fort Benjamin Harrison, In- 
diana; O'Rcilly General Hospital, Springfield, 
Missouri; Barnes General Hospital, Vancouver 
Barracks, Washington; Hoff General Hospital, 
Santa Barbara, California. 
G o o d  Publ ic  Relations 
In  the June 1941 issue of the Journal of lhe 
Amrriron Stotirtiral Arsacintion there appears a 
revision of a paper by Rose L. Vormelker on "How 
a librarian would l i k  to find statistics," presented 
before this Association a t  its wznd Annual Meeting 
held in Chicago, Illinois, December ,940. Such 
representation by SLA members before other 
organizations is one of the important parts of 
SLA's Public Relations activities. 
Publications 
Basic Books for  Industrial Training 
Laura A. Eales, Head, Technology Department, 
Bridgeport Public Library, has compiled for the 
Technology Group, SLA Connecticut Chapter, a 
very comprehensive list of Basic Boob for I*- 
dusrriol Training. These books include those sub- 
jects of particular interest to national defense. 
Subject Headings for  War Photographs 
Maurice Symonds, Librarian of the New York 
Dnily N e w ,  has revised his list of subject headings 
for war photographs. These headings cover photo- 
graphs showing the war in England, France, 
Germany and Africa as well as photographs covering 
national defense. Alist of classifications iarNationa1 
Defense is also given. A copy of this useful :and 
timely compilation may be secured by writing the 
. 
SLA Executive Office, 31 East 10 Street, New 
York City, N. Y. 
Defense Housing i n  the United States 
Kumerous requests for a reading list on defense 
housing is responsible for the excellent selected 
reading list of material on Dq'cnrr Houring in the 
Unirrd Srarer, compiled by Mary B. Devitt of the 
Federal Housing Administration Library, Wash- 
ington, D. C. 
T h e  New Army of tbe  United States 
This source book is a new 141-page document 
giving a report on the Army as of August I ,  1941- 
its organtzation and the missions, methods and 
equipment of its various components. The baok is 
available, on request, to newspaper, magazine and 
radio writers. If a copy is desired, write to the 
Bureau of Public Relations, War Department, 
Washington, D. C. 
Economic Problems i n  National Defense 
Thissymposium was presented at a class studying 
various business and industrial problems of mobili- 
zation held at the School of Business of the Indiana 
University during the year 1 9 . p - ~ .  Itis published 
as Indiana Business Report $6  and discusses such 
subjects as: The Consumer and national defense; 
Marketing in a period of economic mobilization; 
The Labor market and national defense; The 
Banks and defense, and others of pertinent inten:st. 
A selected bibliography is also included. 
H o w  to Train  Shop Workers 
This shop training manual for use in the training 
of workers in production and service jobs, by 
C. A. Prosser and P. S. Van Wyck, is published 
by the American Technical Society, Chicago, 
Illinois. 
TIIE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
the largest chemlcd organirafion in the world, iseues 
tbs following publications. 
1. Journal ofthe American Chemical Society. 
Montl~lv Price. 18.50. ~-~~~ ~.  . 
2. Chemical Abstracts. Semi-Monthly F'rice.$l2.00. 
3. 1"du.lri.l md Ewineering ChemistrY. 
Semi-Jllontllly Price. $4.00. 
4. ~ e w s  ~ d i t i o n .  Semi-Monthly Price. $2.00. 
Charles L. Parsons. Bvrinesr Mamger 
1155 Sixteenth St., N. W. 
Washington. D. C., U. S. A.  
RARE BOOKS 
ON 
SPECIAL SUBJECTS 
7 
RICHARD S. WORMSER 
22 WEST 4 . 9 ~ ~  STREET 
NEW YORE 
American 
First Editions 
FOURTH EDITION 
Revised and enfarxed by 
Jacob Blanck 
"Amerioan First  Editions," first issued 
in 1929 to  become tho daily guide of col- 
lectors, booksellers and students of liter- 
ary history, has now boon given most 
thorough and painstakin 
monument t o  Amerioan bi%li'd:$,";ph"Fa 
Nearly 200 authors from Philip Freneau 
to  John Steinbeck are included and every 
one of t,he 10,000 titles have in the  re- 
vision been rechecked, hundreds of new 
items added, disputed claims studied, 
missing details supplied. The books of 
eaoh author are listed in chronoloeieal 
sequence, followed by pamphlet -and 
ephemeral material, biographies and 
bibliographies. Each p e h n e n t  point 
for identifying first editions which rc- 
search has developed is recorded. 
Limited Edition. Pr ice  $10 
R. R. Bowker Co.,62 W.45th St., New York 
Compulsory Military T ra in ing  
C H E M I C A L  
J O U R N A L S  
The journal of Organic 
Chemistry 
Editor: LYNDON F .  SULL 
Bimonthly. One volumea year. 86.00 
* Chemical Reviews 
Editor: W. ALBERT Nouss, Jn. 
Biionthly.  Two volumes a year. 
$7.00 for both annual volumes. 
Journal of Physical 
Chemistry 
Editor: S. C .  Lmo 
One volume of nine numbers a yenr. 
$10.00 
For detailed inlotmotion write to 
The Williams & Wilkins Company 
BALTIMORE. MD. 
BOUND 
T O  
WIN8 
Our bindings are bound to win 
your hearty approval. 
We rebuild shabby hooks into 
strong beautiful volumes by using 
the finest materials and the most 
modern equipment. 
Our skilled craftsmenwill complete 
your binding order in every detail. 
We have convinced a distinctive 
clientele. Let us convince you! 
DESS &TALAN CO.,Inc. 
SPECIALISTS I N  
LIBRARY & SCHOOL BINDINGS 
217-21 E. 144th St. N e w  York, N.Y. 
This is Volumc VIII, of E. C.RuehlersDcbater's, 
Help Rook Series, published by Noble and Noble, 
Publishers, Inc., New Yurk, S e w  York. The briefs 
cavcr the main arguments in general on compulsory 
military training, and the bibliography, selected 
with care, gives valuable references on  thc subjcct. 
Labor  Policy a n d  Nat ional  Defense 
Bulletin S 1 2  of thc Bureau of Industrial Rela. 
rims of the University of Michigan is entitled 
Labor Policy and Naiilionai D<feme by Z.  Clark 
Dickinson, Professor of Economics a t  the Uni- 
versity. This is the substance of a chapter in his 
forthcoming book CoNerrivr W q e  Determinolion, to 
be published by the Ronald Press Company, New 
York, New York. I t  discusses ( I )  public labor 
standards, ( 2 )  private standards and (2) labor 
disputes. 
Official Defense Publications 
Jerome K. Wilcox, Associate Librarian, Uni- 
versity of California, Berkeley, California, has 
compiled a most comprehensive guide to the mass 
ofmaterial issucd during the past year by OEM, 
OPM and other federal and state defense agencies. 
Publications issued by "on-defense agenrics have 
also been noted if pertinent to drfense. 
State publications arc listed under 187 entries, 
some agencies having five or more separate publica- 
tions. Federal publications have been arranged 
under 6a4 entries and include important press 
releases. 
A wbject index of 265 headings refers directly 
to mt ry  number. There is also a personal author 
index. 
The price of this compilation is 7 5  cents and may 
be secured from the Bureau of Public Adminiswa- 
tian, r r  j Library, University ofCalifornia, Berkeley, 
California. 
P rob l ems  a n d  Policies i n  Industrial  Rela t ions  
i n  a War Economy 
This is the third supplement to the valuable 
compilation, first issucd in May 1940 by the In- 
dustrial Relations Section, Department of Econom- 
ics and Social Institutions of Princeton University, 
Princeton, New Jersey. 
Instal lment Selling-Pros a n d  C o n s  
A of the Public Affairs Committee, 
30 Rockefeller Plam, Ncw York, N. Y., written 
by W. L. Foster is bnsed on the recent consumer 
credit studies of the National Rurcau of Economic 
Research and of the Russell Sage Foundation as well 
as other sources. A bibliography is also included. 
1 Nurs ingfanDmpor tant  Factor inp\iational 
Defense APEX FILING &INDEXING Because nuisine is such an essential role in the M A T E R I A L S  
- 
National Defense Program, i t  is well for us to know 
that we can secure from the Nursing Information PAMPHLET BOXES 
Bureau, American Nurses' Assoriation, I790 Centralize and ~ ~ o t e c t  hlagarines, ~amphle tr ,  ~ u s i n e s s  Re 
Broadway, New York City, such pamphlets as p o r t r , ~ o o k ~ e t r  and L ~ O S ~  ~ a i e r i a ~ .  srvc hindinp costs . . . 
Mwiinp. a Proferiion for the Collciepe Graduate: lmpmrc appearance o l  rhcivei! 
... 
h'uriing ignd f Z m  to Prepare for it; and Nuriing 
and the Rqiitered Projelrionol h'wsr. 
An Association Manual 
The Manual of the Ncw York Library Associa. 
tion compiled and edited by Rebecca B. Rankin is 
an excellent example of what an association manual 
should be. Its contents include a map giving the 
location of both public and county libraries in 
New York Stare. the Constitution of the Associa- 
tion, a list of committees and their personnel and Made of heavy cardboard, with reinforced coinerr. Grcen 
what is most essential to every a Vellum fronts, leather pull and labeled to index contents. 
suggested code for committres. This code sets forth LoWp'iCeS' 
authorization, organization, purpose, functions 
and repart coverage. Names of officers and council 
members, both past and present, are also listed in 
the Manual. Dates of annual conference$, important 
events in the New York Library Association's 
history, the plan for a State Meeting Scholarshp, 
the names of the winners of this scholarship from 
1919-1941 and a full roster of the Association's 
membership complete the information to be found 
in this booklet of 131 pages. 
Copies are free to members. Non-members may 
purchase them a t  $1.00 a copy. 
Directory of Biological  Laboratories 
~ u i l t  ior heavy duty in the busy library. H ~ V D  wooden ends 
~h~ first issue ,f the ~i~~~~~~~ of ~~~~~~~~~l and edges. Cover and Haps are hinged with DOUBLE strip. 
oi cloth. Covered with black and white marble paper. Label Loborotoriei has just been published and is most 
s,d leather pull on one end, 
comnrehensive. I t  lists aonroximatelv 600 bioloeical 
. . - 
laboratories including research, consulting, com- 
mercial and those rclating to manufacturing proc- 
esses, giving thcir address, director in charge whwe 
possible, the professional functions and scope of 
activities. A Buyers Guide showing sources of 
supply is also included. The volume may be por. 
chased for 83.00 per copy from Burns Compiling 
and Research Organization, 200 Railway Exchange 
Building, 80 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 
Illinois. 
A n  Invitat ion t o  Read 
A list of books recommended by the Mayor's 
Committee for the Selection of Suitahk Books for 
Children in the Courts, rcleased in 1938, was so 
well received by all types of agencies dealing with 
WOOD END VERTICAL 
FILE BOXES 
cloth and stapled with wire, 
Construction 
children that a second edition was demanded. i P A P E R  B O X  C O R P .  
~t may be purchased a t  21 cents a copy from the APEX,,.,,,, ,. ,,,,,,, ,,,,, 
Municipal Reference Library, 2230 Municipal 
Building, New York, New York. 
UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT 
PUBLICATIONS 
No modern library can give 
adequate reference service with- 
out access t o  the publlcatlons of 
the U. 5. Government. They 
are reliable, up-to-date, inex- 
pensive sources of information 
on practically every subject of 
t imely Interest; they contafn 
Indispensable data for the re- 
search worker and the technical 
specialist in  many fields. 
SELECTION 
Wlth over 5,000 different pub- 
licatlons of widely differing 
meri t  available annually, the 
problem of selection is of para- 
mount importance. e d  
Stater Government Publications 
includes all agencies in  existence 
as of July, 1940. It gives the 
titles of many of the publica- 
tions, describes the more Im- 
portant, and is a valuable guide 
to the world's most prolific pub- 
lisher. 
TheH. W.WILSON COMPANY 
950 University Avenue 
New York City 
Technology and Society 
This publication by S. McKee Rosen and 
Laura F. Rosen (Macmillun Company. ,941. 
84.~0) gives a clear picture of the progress brought 
about by technological developments during the 
past decades and of their far-reaching social, 
economic and political effects. The study is based 
on extensive research and is simply and clearly 
written. 
Report on the New York World's Fair 
The United States New York World's Fair 
Commission has made a Report to the Congress of 
fhr United Slates on the expenditures and activities 
of the Commission from July 9, 1937 to June 30, 
1 9 4 1  This very attractive b o k  describes the char- 
acter and extent of Federal participation in the 
Fair and contains numerous striking illustrations 
of the Federal Building and its exhibits. 
Review Index 
The Follett Book Company of Chicago, Illinois, 
is publishing a quarterly guide to professional re- 
views for college and reference libraries entitled 
Review Index. This index should prove a useful 
tool to SLA members as i t  indexes all reviews in 
rhe important learned journals thus making them 
easily accessible as an aid in book sclcction. The 
guide is alphabetically arranged by author, with 
liberal "see" references far editors and is kept active 
by adding or dropping journals for indexing as the 
need arises. I t  is published quarterly, December, 
March, June and September. Each issue indexes 
reviews appearing in pcriodicals published during 
the three months it. Evcry fourth issue 
is cumulative. The cumulative issue for Volume 
I will contain a subject index as will all future 
issues. The subscription rate is $3.50 per year. 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
RULES FOR FILING CARDS 
A Tontofive Internretotion 
Compiled by L. E. TOXLIN~ON, 
10rm~1 ,0 j  ,ha Librory 01 congress 
FOB LIBRARIES, LIBPAPIANS. L l B U P Y  WVDENTS. 
PZOLPTPAPS, PUBLISBEXS. PDLTOPS. ETC. 
Shows approved arrangement of names, rubjccta, 
title., compound w o ~ d i ,  etc. 
S1.00 Dd io~red  Prepaid 
Order from L. E. TOMLINSON 
BAYMR UNIVZRSITY LIBRARY. 
WACO, TEXAS 
LIBRARY BINDERS AND BOOKSELLERS 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY Branch O5ce: 
74 Oratoo Street 580 Pifth Avenue, New York 
RADEMAEKERS LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won universal 
recognition because of durability and attractive appearance. 
THE BINDERY IS OLD: the binding methods are NEW, uptodate, practical. 
Prompt service is a specialty. 
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians. 
SPECIAL SERVICE for Magazine Bindings 
We are prepared to supply our trade, at cost, with almost any back numbcrcd 
issue of Technical Magazines or Trade Journals. 
Send us your magazines for binding and let us worry about your missing 
issues. 
WILLIAM H. RADEMAEKERS. Prcsidmt 
T E L E P H O N E  
R E C T O R  2-3447 
A. (3. P A N D I C K  
22 THAMES STREET 
N E W  YORK, N .  Y. 
LAW A N D  COMMERCIAL 
CORPORATION 
FINANCIAL 
P r i n t i n g  
' D  A Y A N D  N Z G H T * S E R V I C E  
FOR SALE 
British Chemical Abstracts LLA": 1926-1940, bound 
Chemical Society of London, Journal: 1870-1940, 
bound 
Friedlaender: Fortschritte i n  der Teerfarben- 
fabrikation: Vols. 1-12, bound 
Fortschritte in der anorganisch-chemischen In- 
dustrie, by Brauer & d7Ans: Vols. 1-4 
(1920-1935), compl. 
Gmelin's Handbuch der anorganischen Chemie: set 
Journal of Biological Chemistry: Vols. 1-136, 
bound 
Schimmel's Semi-Annual (and Annual) Reports on 
essential oils and perfumes, etc.: 1897-1932 
BOOKS [ h 
(NEW) ( PUBLISHERS 
BOOKS (second-hand), mostly about 
"chemistry" 
WANTED : any scientific JOURNALS, in all languages. 
Send us your lists of "duplicates for sale". 
UNIVERSUM BOOK EXPORT CO., INC. 
45 East 17th Street, New York, N. Y. 
J E A N  L O U I S  P R E V O S T  
"BOUQUETS ET FRUITSn 
"The Most Beautiful Art Album of the Century" 
Diractor of #he L a w s  Muam", 
THIS IS THE IMPORTED FRENCH EDITION. CONTAINS 1% 
MAGNIFICENT FULL PAGE COLOR ETCHINGS. INTRODUC- 
TION WRITTEN BY JEAN LARANT, CURATOR OF PRINTS OF 
THE NATIONAL MUSEUMS OF FRANCE. 
ROYAL FOLIO SIZE, LIST $12.50. 
Glad to send on approval to Libraries. 
4 East 46th Street New York City 
Announcing a New Pablication 
SPECIAL LIBRARY RESOURCES 
edited by 
ROSE L. VORMELKER, Head, 
Bwimrrr Tnfomdia Burrrm 
Ckvdand Public L i b r q  
A comprehensive survey of more than 750 libraries, listing by state and city, 
name of organization, person in charge, size of staff, statistical data of re- 
sources available, and with description of major fields of interest and special 
collections. 
Also includes information on reproduction facilities, interlibrary loan 
privileges, with alphabetical subject and personnel indexes as weU as ap- 
pendices covering related cooperative projects. 
An indispensable tool for research bureaus, government agencies, trade and 
commercial associations, libraries, labor organizations, colleges and uni- 
versities. 
September, 1941 7 7 6  pages Price $6.00 
ORDER FROM 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
31 East Tenth Street, New York 
T H E  FOUR H I G H  L I G H T S  OF 
STECHERT SERVICE 
ARE 
A C C U R A C Y  E C O N O M Y  
D E P E N D A B I L I T Y  S P E E D  
STECHERT SERVICE is not merely a slogan but a POLICY of 
F A I R  DEALING A N D  PERFORMANCE 
We invite every librarian to take advantage of our facilities for supplying 
BOOKS 
New and Secondhand 
Out of Print 
Domest,ic and Foreign 
PERIODICALS 
Subscriptions 
Sets Runs 
SingleVolumes 
In our newest department-LATIN AMERICAN BOOKS 
and PERIODICALS-we endeavor to assist in the growing 
success of Latin American co-operation. We maintain one or 
more agents in every Central and South American republir. 
A large stock of Spanish and Portuguese literature is carried in 
New York. 
STECHERT SERVICE is not restricted to Book Selling. We 
are continually interested in purchasing complete Libraries, 
large or small, as well as single Books-Periodicals, sets, runs or 
volumes. Domestic and Foreign. 
Estimates given upon request. Your want list is solicited. 
G .  E .  S T E C H E R T  & C O .  
31  E A S T  1 0 t h  S T R E E T  - . N E W  Y O R K  
Branches: PARIS LBIPZIG 
LONDON 16 Rue de Conde Hospitalstrasse No. 10 
2 Star Yard BBRNE (Switzerland) GENOA (Apency) 
Carey St. W. C .  2 15 Distelweg Via Sottoripa $1 
and oorrespondenta in all other foreign countries 
